Group Meeting Notes

TEI Group: College of Education
Date/Time/Location: 5/3/2017
Members in Attendance: Leslie, Cindy, Wes, Jay, John, Jan, Terri, Craig
Support in Attendance: David

Information Reviewed: Discussed Mursion Proposal
Discussed Curriculum analysis proposal
Discussed other potential proposal ideas

Discussion: The group welcomed Terri Dawson to the group, and spent a few minutes bringing her up to date.

The group spent the majority of time going through the Mursion proposal and making revisions in each section of the proposal. A significant amount of time was spent on the budget section, revising to include faculty development and release time and the addition of a coordinator to oversee implementation and use of the system.

The lit review was expanded to include existing research on field experiences and approximation of practices

Although the curriculum analysis proposal is considered a critical need by the group, discussion centered on whether the group had enough time to write a good proposal by the deadline of May 23. In addition, the group discussed that this process would likely take place over the summer, and summer funding is only available for 2018 on. The group agreed that this would be the next proposal developed.

A list of potential proposals was also discussed. These include:

- Purchasing Google training for all students and faculty. This was suggested by another faculty member. After discussion, the group realized that we needed more information in order to proceed further.
- Program changes to student teaching. This is a large proposal! Need to expand support for candidates without killing faculty and provide opportunity to host candidate to more districts. Components may include using the community colleges as regional centers to provide support for field experiences. The university would provide a coach/mentor at each location, possibly retired teachers. Dana Robertson has worked on a similar proposal and the group wants to hear more. Use of tech such as 360 degree cams may also be a component.
The group felt they needed a tool to more easily capture ideas. A Google doc will be set up so that members can list possible ideas for further discussion.

Votes/Actions: No votes taken, although consensus was reached to table curriculum eval proposal until summer to give it more attention

Deadlines / Tasks / Responsibilities: David: send Terri Dawson access to the google doc for the Mursion proposal

Leslie: Create and share proposal ideas google doc.

All: Continue to work on Mursion proposal. Final revisions by May 12. David will then finalize and put it into the proposal form and send to all for review. To be turned in by May 23.

Next Meeting Details: 5/25/2017 9:30 am Wyoming Hall 312